
It is my honor to ask our Mighty Sachem, Spalshing Otter and his Princess Crying Wolf, to guide us 
thru the power of the four winds. 

 
 
 

The Four Winds 
 
Sachem: The winds that roam the world will tell you what they have seen in all the 

tribes, and of the qualities that make a good Indian Princess.   
Little Sachem: Let the voice of the tom tom call the North Wind – KABIBONKA 
 
Tom Tom:  4 loud beats 
 
KABIBONKA:  Kabibonka dramatically waves his torch   
 

I am Kabibonka, the North Wind.  I am strong.  I do Great things.  From my 
lodge I see the beaver hard at work, working always together, and I tell you 
that the way to be strong is to do your part always, to help others, and never to 
walk away from duty.  Only then will your lodges always be filled with 
happiness. 

 
Sachem: So speaks the North Wind.  Now let the tom tom summon Shawondasse, the 

South Wind. 
 
Tom Tom:  6 loud beats. 



 
SHAWONDASSE: (follow same procedure as Kabibonka) 

I am Shawondasse, the South Wind.  I am the warm wind, the bearer of love.  
On the winds I carry laughter, and I tell you that the way to bring happiness is 
to love your family,  as it tells you in the ritual of our aims – to love the sacred 
circle of your family, so you may always live together in peace and honor. 

 
Sachem: So speaks Shawondasse.  Now let the tom tom call to Waboon, the East Wind. 
 
Tom Tom:  8 loud beats. 
 
 
 
 
WABUN:  (follow same procedure as Kabibonka) 

I am Waboon, the East Wind.  I am the one that blows from the lodge of the 
sunrise.  With me comes the life giving sunshine of the Great Spirit, the 
Master of Life.  Just as every living thing must have the sun to live, I tell you 
that every good brave and princess must recognize the importance of the Great 
Spirit, and do only those things, which will be acceptable in his sight. 

 
Sachem, So speaks Waboon, and now let the tom tom call Kabeyun, the West Wind. 
 
Tom Tom:  10 loud beats. 
 



KABEYUN:  (follow same procedure as Kabibonka) 
I am Kabeyun, the West Wind.  I am the father of all winds because I live in 
the sunset land where the day has grown old.  And I tell you that everything 
that lives must change.  Small princesses will become older and wiser, and 
this is as it should be; they must remember that good Indian Princesses are 
Friends Always. Not even the four winds are as strong as a father and 
daughter standing together. 

 
Tom Tom: 12 loud beats, then return to soft steady beats as the four winds return to their 

original place. 
 
Sachem: You have heard the great spirits of the world tell you of those things that will 

bring happiness and good to your teepees.  But it is not possible to achieve 
these things unless both father and daughter are willing to make sacrifices. 

 


